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The ''Lost" Paradise Parrot

By A. H. CHISHOLM, R.A.O.U., Stale Secretary,

Queensland.

\\ith apologies to ^Milton, and without irreverence, it may be
suggested that it would not he out of place to term the story

that here follows, "Paradise Lost and Regained." In brief, it

centres on a beautiful (Queensland bird which was known in

Europe of old as the Paradise Parrot—a species which suffered
so severely towards the cUxse of the last century that it has long
been regarded by many ornithologists as extinct—dreadful wc^rd !

—but which has been proved by (Jueenslanders to be, if very
rare, still extant.

It was nearly eighty years ago that John (lill)ert, able coad-
jutor of the great John (kjuUI, when carrying out (ornithological

work on the then recently-discoxered Darling Downs, shot Par-
rots of a species he had not prexiously seen. Gould referred the

specimens to the genus Psef^liotus, and, filled with admiration
of the beauty of the birds, gave them the specific title of piilcher-

r'unus. "The graceful form of this Parakeet," wrote Gould,
"combined with the extreme brilliancv of its plumage, renders it

one of the most lovely of the Pslttacidae yet discovered; and
in whatever light we regard it, whether as a beautiful ornament
to our cabinets or a desirable addition to our a\iaries, it is still

an object of no ordinary interest." Sui)erlati\es having been
wrung from a seasoned ornithologist who saw only lifeless speci-

mens of the "most lovely" bird, what was to be expected from
those ])ersons fortunate enough to know it in life? But, strangely

enough, little was written about the species until the eighties.

By that time, api)arently, large num.bers of Gould's Beautiful

Parrot had been sent abroad for aviaries, and had become known
to the bird-dealers of Piritain and the Continent under the name
of Paradise Parrot.

What a degree of ])opularity and ailniira'ion the shapel\- little

Australian enioved (.wV!) is made c\ident bv W. 'P. Greene.

M.A., M.D., F.Z.S.. in his finely-illustrated Parrots in Caf^thity.

published in London in 1884. After describing the "Beautiful

or Paradise Parrot" as more lovely, if ])ossible, than the Many-
coloured Parrot (P. nntlfieolor) , the writer says: "Xo one can
see it without desiring to possess so beautiful and graceful a

bird, ancl large sums are constantly being |)aid for handsome
specimens bv amateurs; but alas! one in a dozen sur\ives a few
months and—dies suddenl\- in a tit one day." Further, the Rev.

F. G. Dutton, a corres|)ondent of Green's, improves on the fore-

going tribute by saying soundly. "P'^ef^liotits f^iilclierriniiis, the

Paradise Paroquet, as the dealers call it, is not only the most

beautiful Pseplwtus, as its name savs. but surely the most beau-

tiful Paro(|uet that exists. The vivid emerald green and bril-

liant carmine of the cock, l^eautifullv contrasted with the grcv
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PLATE V.

Beautiful or Paradise l^arrols [I'scpliotKs piilrlierrinit4s)on Termites' mouiui

(" Ant-hill "). Male at entrance to nest. Female above.

Photo, by C. H. H Jerrard, Queensland.
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of the rest of the ])luniage, make him 'a joy for ever'." C(niUl

admiration be more whole- hearted than this? "But," adds the

reverend writer, "handsome is as handsome does, and I regret

that I cannot give any of those I have ke])t a good character as
a cage bird. Tliey are very shy, and the cock is much given to

(h'i\ ing about the hen."

It would ai)i)ear that in those days nothing was known in

England of the unusual nesting habits of the Paradise Parrot.

Greene, never guessing that the object of his greatest admira-
tion was addicted to nesting in termites' mounds, laid it down that

Pccoporiis fonnosiis (now P. wallicus) was the onlv Australian
Parrot that did not breed in trees. After observing that odd
specimens of piilcJierriiinis had been known to exist for at

least two years in outdoor aviaries in England, Greene adds
that "in Germany eggs have been produced, but as yet no young
of this si)ecies have been reared in cajUivity, at least to our
knowledge." ( )n this jioint, Dutton remarks that a ])air he had
was "most anxious" to bore into the wall of a room in which
they were placed ; but instead of encouraging this laudable de-
sire, he sent both to the Zoological Gardens, where they died.

Greene and Dutton are in accord regarding the good health of
the species in cajnivity, the former stating also that he knew of
"few foreign birds more amiable and inoffensive in their habits,

or more susceptible to being completely tamed." He was on
less solid ground in adding that "these slim and elegantly-.shaped

birds are natives of New South Wales, where they feed on the
honey and pollen of flowers, fiies, and small insects, and in win-
ter on such insects and seeds as they can find."

Many years before the date of Greene's book Queensland
settlers had become more or less familiar with the breechng
habits of Pscplwtus puIcJicrriiuus. To them it was, variously,
the Ground Parrot, Ground Rosella, Beautiful Parrot, Elegant
Parrot, and Ant-hill Parrot, to which multitude of titles was
added subsecjuently the name of Scarlet-shouldered Parrot. In
many districts it was a favourite cage-bird, though, perhaps, no
more so than outside its own country. The Barnard family, of
Coomooboolaroo, near Rockhampton, were among the earliest

people with ornithological leanings to take note of the nesting-

habits of the "Ant-hill" Parrot.* When Carl Lumholtz, the

Norwegian author of Aiuonc/ Cannibals (London, 1890), was
at Duaringa in 1881, he was introduced by the Barnard boys to

the burrows of the beautiful bird in termites' mounds, and of
these he y)enned an interesting description. On another occasion,

near the Nogoa River, Eumholtz had an ex]icriciicc with a ])air

* Some writers have overlooked the fact that Silvester Diggles, in his
unfinished Ornithology of Australia (issued about 1868) stated of this bird:
"The eggs (five in number) are deposited on the bare ground in a deserted
anthill, the entrance being a small hole in the side. The young are covered
with a thick white down, and much resemble those of hawks."
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of these birds that "deserves to be revi\ ed from the semi-obscurity
of his book.

"An hour before sunset," he says, "I left camp with my gun,
and soon caught sight of a pair of these Parrots,t male and
female, that were walking near an ant-hill, eating grass-seed.

After I had shot the male, the female flew up into a neigh-
bouring tree. I did not go at once to pick uj) the dead bird

—

the fine scarlet feathers of the lower part of its belly, which
shone in the rays of the setting sun, could easily be seen in the

distance. Soon after, the female came flying down to her dead
mate. With her beak she repeatedly lifted the dead head up
from the ground, walked to and fro over the body, as though
to bring it to life again; then she flew away, but immediately
returned with some fme straws of grass in her beak, and laid

them before the dead bird, evidently for the purpose of getting

him to eat the seed. As this, too, was in vain, she began again

to raise her mate's head and to trample on the body, and finally

flew away to a tree just as darkness was coming on. I ap-
proached the tree, and a shot put an end to the faithful animal's

sorrow
."

A LOSS AXD A SEARCH.

That little tragedy will serve, fittmgly enough, as an intro-

duction to a dark i)eriod in the history of the species generally.

Possibly the sad phase had its genesis much earlier, with the

spread and stabilising of settlement. Howbeit, the fact is that

as the years went by the Paradise Parrots steadily decreased in

numbers. In time they became an unknown (|uantity on the

markets overseas. In time, too, they vanished from districts

where once they were a feature—a very beautiful feature—of
the sub-tropical landscape. The decimation attracted na par-

ticular attention in ornithological circles until 1915. Then Mr.

A. J. Campbell, C.M.B.O.U., wrote in The Emu (vol. 14, p.

167), an article entitled "Missing Birds," specifying in this re-

spect the I'aradise or Scarlet-shouldered Parrot (P. pulcherri-

miis), the Turquoisine or Chestnut-shouldered Parrot (Euphenia
pulchella) and the Night- Parrot (Geopsittaeus occideiitalis).

"It would be interesting to know," wrote Mr. Campbell, "if these

three beautiful Australian Parrots still exist or have been ex-

terminated. If the birds are extinct, what is the cause or causes

of their extinction?" After adding that "all that remain to-day

appear to be a few stuflfed specimais in collections." Mr. Camji-

bell suggested that perhaps Mr. Charles Rarnard. of Central

Queensland (now President of the R.A.O.U.) could state when
the P.eautiful Parrf)ts were last observed in his district. To this

query Mr. Barnard rejilied that his people had not seen one of

the "Parrots since the 1902 drought, at the same time under-

taking to look for the sjiecies at Fairfield station, an old haunt.

t Lumholtz called the species Platycerats pulcherrimus.
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Mr. Barnard subseciuently informed nie (June 15th, 1919) that

he visited Fairfield in the precedinjj^ September. The search was
una\ailins^. "Where, about the year 1882, the birds were plen-

tiful and breeding, there w-as not one to be found on this oc-

casion, nor any trace of old nests in the ant-hills."

That was all. There was no other response U) Mr. Camp-
bell's inquiry. The Paradise Parrot, it appeared, had been
lost in annihilation's waste. So it seemed to ornithologists in

Australia, and so it seemed to Mr. Gregory Mathews in England.
"It is a matter for deep regret," he wrote in 191 7, § "that this

most beautiful of Parrots appears to have become extinct with-

out any lasting record of its life-history being made." Further,

in referring to another ['arrot, not yet uncommon, Mr. Mathews
advised study "before it becomes extinct like its congener, P.

piilcherrimus."

That was the ])osition wlien. in the middle of 1918, the sul:)-

ject was taken up afresh in (Queensland, the stronghold of the

missing bird. Hints gathered in con\-ersation with old settlers

had indicated that further search would be at least worth while.

Accordingly, letters on the point, bearing the query-caption, "Is

it lost ?" were directed to and published by the leading daily

newspapers of Brisbane and the Darling Downs. The response

was prompt. It was also partially satisfactory. Most of the

replies received earliest dealt with the species only from a ik)s-

thumous viewpoint, but at last there came a note calculated to

dispel some of the growing fear that "the beautiful has vanished

and returns not." A constable of police w^ho had served for

fifteen months at a native police camp at Coen, Cape York,
identified the missing bird from a description published in the

Brisbane Courier, and affirmed that it was still to be found in

the far North. This was heartening. It was doubly interest-

ing for the reason that the range of the species was greatly ex-

tended, the most northerly record previously given being a some-
Mhat indefinite one, by Dr. Ramsay in his Tabular List,|| for Port
Denison, a little to the south of Townsville. Further inquiries

tended to confirm the constable's statement, the ])resent patrol

at Cape York stating, in an official report, that the bird was not

at the Cape itself, but was moderately plentiful at a certain point

in the neighbourhood of the Archer River.

In addition, the constable in question made it clear that his

"ant-hill" bird was not the Golden-shouldered Parrot (which
also nests in termites' mounds) by sending the following note in

substantiation of his letter of a year previous : "Re the Scarlet-

shouldered Parrot. It makes its nest in ant-hills, from about
six inches from the ground to a height of about four feet up
the ant-hill, but I always found most nests at a height of ap-

proximately two feet. The average number of eggs laid is four,

although on one occasion I found five eggs in a nest. I have

§ Birds of Australia, vol, 6, p. 422.

II Proc. Linnean Society, N.S.W.. vol. 2, 1878.
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noticed these I'arrots moving over the i^rtjund in numbers, but

1 never noticed more than two or three close together at any
time. I ha\e also seen the Golden-shouldered Parrot, and it

is similar in habits to the Scarlet-shoulder, but not so plentiful.

Both of these birds keej) moving back when settlers take up
land close to their habitat. They never seem to trouble trees,

but if disturbed fly ofif and alight on the ground further away."
The next piece of information as to the whereabouts of the

residuum of the Paradise Parrots was almost equally surprising,

coming as it did from as far west as Longreach. The writer was
a drover (W. A. Cam])bell), and he re])orted having seen several

of the birds on the Xive River, 25 miles above Augathella, in

May of 1918. "(Jne pair was bathing in a large waterhole

within a few yards of me while my horse was drinking. I took

particular notice of them because they were so quiet." It is not

reflecting on the author of this note to say that I was unable to

get it substantiated by station-men in the Augathella district ; but

it is at least ])ossible that his birds were Turquoisine Parrots,

which beautiful birds are (or were) more partial than P. pul-

cherrim us to the exjjanses of the interior.

Well, for three years the benevolent ])ursuit of the lost Parrot

was continued intermittently. And intermittently there floated

in suggestions and whispers regarding the existence and where-
abouts of odd members of the species. Occasionally, something
more definite arrived. For instance, a bushman dwelling in an
out-of-the-way spot between Bundaberg and Gladstone reported

in 1919 that the missing "Red-shoulder" was to be seen about his

locality. He knew nought of its distinctive breeding habits, but

mentioned that some of the birds could be seen in captivity.

Accordingly, Mr. C. T. White (Queensland Government Botan-
ist) and myself took train on a night in April of 1920. travelled

250 miles in that way, walked ten niiles through inhosi»itable

country, and crossed a broad creek in a leaky boat, what time

hordes of ravening sand-flies scored our bare leg.s—all to find

that the local Parrcjt was Ptistes, the Red-wing, a bird that could

be seen in a dozen cages in Brisbane ! The irritating similarity

of vernacular names had deceived our friend. Still, as old John
Burroughs once said, "Whichever way I go, I am glad I came."
.\mong other arresting sights of the locality were a pair of

White-eared Flycatchers {Monarcha leueotis) and two young,

this being ])robably the most southerly record of the breeding

range of MacGillivray's lieautiful Flycatcher.* TUu that l)y the

wav.
TiiK "LOST" i;iki) i-ouxn BRFEOIXG.

We come now, somewhat belatedly, to more recent and
thoroughly definite developments in the search for the Paradise

* Monarcha leueotis was first taken by John MacGillivrav. naturalist
of H.M.S. Rattlesnake, on Dunk Island, in 1,^48. It is still but little

known. Fa\s.
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Parrot. On Decenil)er 11th last. Mr. C. H. H. Jerrard, a keen
naturalist and capable jihotographer. wrote from the liurnett

country to say that he had seen a ]»air of Parrots which he was
almost sure were Pscpliotus pulcherrimus. A description which
he supplied, and which fitted the species, was made out as the
birds perched in a tree, but for portion of the time when watched
they were on the ground. Less than a week later Mr. Jerrard
became sure of his birds, having his opinion reinforced by a
neighbour who had kept the "Ground Parrots" in captivity years
before. Moreover, on December 15th he was fortunate enough
to see what he took to be the same })air of birds with a group
of young ones. There were seven or eight Parrots in all, and
in the cases of five or six of them the centre only of the abdomen
was red and the breast was greyish, instead of green and blue.

At least one was seen to be fed by a ])arent bird. All were
feeding on grass seeds, which they obtamed by running the

stalks through the bill.

Here, at -last, was a re])ort that was not only definite, but was
one that came from withm reasonable distance of Brisbane,!

and, moreover, was made by a man who was competent to fol-

low it up. His attention having been directed to the termites'

mounds, Mr. Jerrard soon found holes suggesting the breeding-
hollows of the Parrots. In more than one case there were signs

that nesting operations had been commenced and then left off.

But the year drew to its end without any discovery of an actual

nest, and the scant literature on the subject having given Sep-
tember-December as the breeding period, there remained but little

hope of a i)air of the beautiful birds being studied "at home"
for many months. Queensland birds, however, swayed by a

wilful climate, are not as other birds are in the matter of breed-
ing seasons. So, it was not altogether surprising that the patient

watcher was able to report, on January 21st, 1922, that a pair

of the Parrots had recommenced work on a hollow that had pre-

viously been visited. On that date Mr. Jerrard watched the

mound for two hours, but was chary of investigating closely.

He saw the male bird pay one visit of inspection, without actu-
ally entering the hollow, the female being in the vicinity at the

same time. That caution of the observer was wise. Subsecjuent

observations made it clear that eggs were not laid in January,
for it was not until March 4th last that Mr. Jerrard was able

to report with certainty that the female Parrot was brooding
eggs.

From this point on the watcher waxed keener than ever in

his fraternal spying upon the rare and lovely Parrots. Work-
ing with care, he erected a rough hessian shelter in front of the

exposed little hillock that afforded the birds a home (see Plate),

t It will be sufficient to say that the spot is about 150 miles north of
the capital city, and not far from the point where Professor Richard
Semon, of Jena, saw specimens of the species in 1891.
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and from this vantage-point was able both to study and photo-
graph the pair. On March 18th last Mr. Jerrard sent me the

hrst picture ever taken of the I'aradise Parrot at its nest. This
l)hotograph (Plate 5.) dejjicted both male and female, and
showed the regal little head of the house to be the bolder bird of
the two. Indeed, though apparently the female was sole cus-

todian of the eggs—the male was never seen to enter the tunnel

—she was much more nerv(nis than her mate. Frequently he
would accom])any her t(j the hollow, which she would at once
enter and remain in for peri<ids e.xtending from half an hour to

two hours. The ceremony attached to her re-emergence was
both interesting and pretty. The male would alight on the

mound, and, looking into the hole, emit soft, sweet chir[)s until

the faithful little home-keeper answered by coming out and fly-

ing off with him.

Is not this practice in affinity with the methods adopted in the

conduct of the homes of Hornbillsr The male Paradise Parrot

is evidently master of his own household, and were' he not, as

the old English aviculturists assure us was found to be the case,

an entirely amiable bird, he might have developed—who knows?
—the domineering tactics of the Hornbills, and walled his mate
in the nesting-hollow for the term of her breeding period. But
this is rather an idle sui)i)osition to ai)ply to a nunagc which, des-

pite what the re\erend bird-kee]ier of old had to say about the

male driving his mate about a cage, i> obviously ruled b}- affec-

tion. Certainly, the regal bird would seem to take to him.self

"more time for \ainer hours" than his sober little consort, but
wild will say that all this grace and beauty should be hidden away
in a dark hollow at any time ? Further, Scarlet-shoulder is ap-
]>arently the melodist of the pair. "He has a musical and very
animated song," writes Mr. jerrard. "I heard it in October of

1921. and noted how his whole body vibrated with the force and
intensity of his musical eff'ort, imparting an agitated motion to

the long tail, which bore adequate testimony to the vim of the

performance. It all seemed to indicate a \ery intense little ]>er-

sonality under the beautiful exterior."

Considering all the circumstances attached to the species, what
would any reader of these notes have aimed at in the case under
review, ai)art from ])lacing on printed and i)ictorial record some-
thing of the life-history of the species? We thought the matter
over, and came to the conclusion that it would be best to take

Sf>me f)f the young from that nest in the public interest. It

might be possible to have them breed under authoritative con-

trol ; but at least thousands of i)eople who would wish to see

live specimens of a distinguished (Queensland bird should be

given the opportunity to do so—under ])roi>er conditions. .Mas

!

that amiable scheme was doomed to failure. On .\pril 8th Mr.
Jerrard reported that some mischance had intervened to prevent

the eggs being hatched. He had reason to believe that incuba-

tion had commenced before the beginning of March, but, judging
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by the heha\ iour f)t the l)ir(ls. there was n ) indication of young
near the end of that month. Any further history attaching to

that nest can be told briefly.

"In accordance with the suggestion contained in your last let-

ter," wrote Mr. Jerrard early in May, "1 opened up the nest on
April 24th, there being no longer any doubt that it had been de-

serted. The enclosed photographs show the result of that inves-

tigation. I was careful not to touch the eggs before photograph-
ing them. They had not been disturbed, but seem to be all

addled. One was i)unctured and the contents dried up ; another
1 broke, and found it to contain nothing but stinking fluid. Xo
embryo seems to ha\e developed in any of them. I cannot sug-

gest any reason for this state of things. Had the parents been
very shy of my hiding-place at first I might suppose that the

eggs had got cold. But the fact is that I fixed up the hiding-

place about noon on i\Iarch 7th, left it for nearly two hours, re-

turned, and after less than an hour's wait the pair came to the

mound and the female entered the nest. It was a hot, sunny
day, and the mound was like a warm oven, so the eggs could

hardly haxe cooled. I left the hutch there that night, but the

birds seemed to be quite familiar and unafraid of it."

Then follow these notes, taken on opening the mound : "The
entrance tunnel is about nine inches long and one and a half

inches in diameter. It enters the nesting-chamber at the top and to

one side, so that the eggs cannot be seen or touched from outside.

The nesting-cavity is roughly circular, about 15 to 18 inches in

diameter and eight inches high in the middle. The light, honey-
comb material in which it is excavated had not been carried out-

side (as in the case of the harder material through which the

tunnel is bored), but lies at the bottom, forming the bed of

the nest, on which the eggs lie. There is no other material what-
e\er. The floor of the nest is lower than the ground outside.

The eggs, five in number, are white, with a pinkish tinge, and
measure .9 in. x .8 in. Both ends are shaped nearly alike. They
rest under the centre of the mound. There were no termites in

the mound when I opened it."

Xo further nests of the kingly Parrot have come under notice,

but from general observations Air. Jerrard is able to oflfer a few
additional notes of interest. In 1921 he saw one pair and heard
of another, the former couple bringing out a brood of four or

five. This year there was the pair which he studied at the nest,

and several persons reported seemg half a dozen of the birds to-

gether—two old birds with a family. That is all. Three other

mounds have been examined, but the nests were old; one had
two entrances, a few inches apart, communicating with one large

cavity within. It is regarded as remarkable that during a month
of last year in which a pair was under observation they were
nexer observed outside of a i)articular area of about two or

three acres ; one suggestion is that this was a feeding-ground,

and that the nest was some distance oft". Attention wa^^ usurdly
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called to the liirds hy the short and shar|) but musical whistle

uttered l)etore taking Hight from the ground on the approach of
danger. They allowed one to approach on horseback within,

]jerhai)S, twenty yards before rising. Mr. Jerrard thinks that

the (jld birds are constant to one nesting locality year after year,

and that some of their (jtifs])ring subsecpiently |)air and nest in

l)roximity to the i)arental home. He has nexer seen one of the

i'arn^ts more than a mile from the sjxjt where he first discovered

them last year.

DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT.

It will, ])erhaps, be permissible now to examine the past distri-

bution and habitat of the Paradise Parrot, both from ])rinted

records and private information. Gould recorded the species

for both Queensland and New South Wales, but qualified this

distribution by stating in his Handbook (1865) : "Little more is

at present known respecting this bird than that it is an inhabitant

of the upland grassy ])lams of Oueensland." A. J. North quotes
this latter statement in his Xcsfs and B(/(js of Birds found Brccd-
in</ in Jiistralia and Tasmania, adding that though very willing

to claim the beautiful bird for his State, he could not find justi-

fication for doing so. "I have ne\er met with it nor heard of

it being observed in any ])art of the State," he says, and goes on
to regret being unable to describe the adult female bird from the

small series of skins in the Australian ^Museum. The late Sil-

vester Diggles, of Queensland, wrote of the species as being
"found uKJSt ])lentifully in the district of Darling Downs," add-
ing that it had been obtained in other i)arts of South-Western
Oueensland, "s|)ecimens ha\ ing l)een_ shot occasionallv near both
Ipswich and Brisbane." Further, I have jiersonal information
that the bird was ])lentiful in the P>risbane X'alley, ])articularly

about Crow's Nest and E.sk (at which latter i)lace it was a

favourite cage-bird), and that it was not uncommon to meet with
])airs or small groups of the birds near Brisbane many years ago.

From the Darling Downs, Ipswich, and l>risbnne districts the

distril)ution of the s])ecies ajipears to have extended in a northerly

rather than a westerly direction. There is a printed record of

specimens being taken in Western Oueensland, but I have re-

liable information that the si)ecies was known of old in the south-

western districts of C.oondiw indi and St. George. The former
t(»wnship being on the border of New South Wales, it is fair to

assume that tlie I'eautiful Parrot did reach the southern State,

but jirobably no one can sa\ if the di]) was ever sufiiciently ]tro-

nounced to justify the bird being recorded as other than a

(Jueonslandcr. Peaching north from the Bri.sbane district, the

main resort of the species was the lUnnett and Wide P.ay areas.

Several correspondents have made patent this fact, and all agree

th;it the >-pecies preferred slightlv scrubby grass-country rather

than open plains, .\oriherlv again, the "Ant-hill Parrot" was
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found a little to the west of Rockhamploii ; then there is Dr.
Ramsay's record from Port Denison, after which the species a])-

pears to make an amazing juni]) of ahoul one thousand miles, to

the vicinity of far Caj^e York.

A RKMARKAl'.IJ-: llARIT.

In the course of the search for the missing Parrot, it became
evident that the name Ciround Parrot was the mcjst familiar one
for the bird, "Elegant" that by which it was known to dealers,

and "Ant-hill" Parrot the most definite title for identification i)ur-

poses. It was, indeed, the bird's habit of nesting in termites'

mounds, no less than its graceful and pretty ways, that made it

so noticeable in earlier days, the only other Parrot known to

follow this practice being the closel} -allied P. c/irysoptery(/iiis,

the Golden-shouldered Parrot of the far North. Incidentally,

it is curious to reflect that the notable nesting trait of these two
Parrots is shared by certain other species of birds possessed of
long tails—a factor which would seem rather opposed to occu-

pancy of an earthern burrow. The beautiful Taiiysiptera sylvia,

the Long-tailed Kingfisher of the far North, also breeds in ter-

mites' mounds. Further, Merops ornatus, the so-called Bee-
eater, which is graced with two long, feathery shafts extending
beyond the tail, always makes its nest by burrowing in a bank
or in sandy ground with, preferably, a slight slope. Why this

point of similarity between birds whose only other feature in

common is the possession of long tails ?

It would appear, however, from what my correspondents have
been able to ascertain, that P. pitlchcrriimis is not constant to

termites' mounds for nesting purposes, but, like most other mem-
bers of the genus Psephotus, may resort to trees. Certainly, it

is not so confirmed a ground-loving Parrot as the unobtrusive
Pczoporus. A bushman living near Crow's Nest tells me that

he once saw an "Ant-hill" Parrot dash into a tree to escape from
a Hawk ; and Mr. A. J. Roderick, of Howard, says he frequently

saw the birds feasting on acorns of the oak-trees. Gould, by
the way, stated that the si)ecies fed on "the seeds of grasses

and other plants growing on the plains," and Diggles records

its food as grass-seeds and those of small papilionaceous plants.

Correspondents unite in agreeing that the species was never
particularly communistic. Usually the birds were to be seen

in pairs or, at most, half a dozen together, and then only locally.

In this resjject the rare s])ecies d'fifers a good deal from the com-
monest member of the genus, P. ha-matonotus. the Red-backed
Parrot of south-west Queensland and the southern States, which
I have often seen associated in flocks runnmg into three figures.

In regard to the behaviour of the species in captivity, the fol-

lowing interesting instance is given by Mr. J. O'Neill Brenan, an

experienced Brisbane naturalist: "Prior to the year 1880 a few
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were regular!}- caught by a bird-catcher and dealer then living in

Brisbane; and in January of that year his catch included three

or four young 'Beautifuls.' They were not nestlings, but had
not been long upon the wing, that fact being apparent from the

colour of their beaks, which were light yellow or cream coloured.

I bought one, a young cock ; he learned to whistle the usual

'Pretty Joey,' and at times made attempts to imitate the song of

a Canary. He had, however, been tra]>])ed a little too late to

make a good artificial whistler, and invariably broke into his

native bright little call. Although cpiite friendly, always greet-

ing me merrily when I api)roached his cage, he would never sub-

mit to the slightest handling, and would often attack the hand of

a person attending to his food and water tins. He was a very

hardy bird, did well on canary seed, was fond of bird's eye chili

and milk thistles, and enjoyed i)erfect health from the day I

bought him until nearly thirteen years afterwards, when a wind
storm blew his cage down. The fall injured him internally,

and he died the next day.

"If you asked any of the old-time bird dealers about the

'Beautiful' Parrot they would not know it," continues Air.

Brenan. "They called it the 'Elegant,' which, of course, is quite

a different bird.* The man from whom I bought my bird told

me that the first lot of 'Beautifuls' (he called them 'Elegants')

that he and his brother sent home brought £25 a pair in London.

It is to be hoj)ed that this aptly-named little l^arrot has not ac-

tually died out. Its length of tail gave it a most graceful ap-

pearance, whilst the adult male's variety of colouring was so

perfectly blended that it was ex(|uisite as well as brilliant. Fly-

ing in the sunlight the BuUen-bullen { Partwrduis har)iardi) takes

some beating, but I think the 'P-cautiful' was ahead of it."

WH.\T CAU.SED THE DECIMATIOX?

We come now to an examination of the cause or causes be-

hind this tragedy. As to the active agency responsible for the

disappearance of the Paradise Parrot, opinions vary. It is

reasonable, in the first ])lace, to assume thnt the bird's habit of

nesting in the mounds of termites has contributed to its destruc-

tion by rendering the brooding bird, eggs, and young jieculiarly

open to attacks by natural enemies. Mr. William Gleeson, of

Crow's Nest, includes among these Hawks of various kinds and
"sand iguanas." The latter factor is condenmed also in the

following note from Mr. J. Xash, a kangaroo-shooter of ten

years' experience from Nanango north to Mackay and all

through the central west. Mr. Xash. as a keen bird-lover, says

with sorrow that he has only seen the "Ground Parrot" twice

dining the last decade. "I only saw very few of them along

* Euplirnia elci;ans.
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the Cherwal l\i\er, abcntt four or fi\e miles iKjrtli of Howard,
and a few on the Isis River. This was about the year 1910, so

there is only a very remote chance of them being left. Now,"
he proceeds, "these lovely birds have been ((jr are being j ex-

terminated by iguanas. It is no trouble at all for the 'goanna' to

dip into their nests and take either the eggs or young. The same
thing applies to the nests of many birds which build on branches.

I know what I am saying to be correct, as I have rei>eatedly

shot 'goannas' in the act of robbing nests, and other shooters

have told me the same thing. ... I say most emphatically that

the iguana does more harm to our birds in one nesting season

than is counter-balanced by all the good it does during the re-

mainder of its life."

While admitting the general soundness of these observations,

it has to be remembered that natural enemies of the "Ant-hill"

Parrot were just as numerous in the days when the bird held

its own. A similar consideration must apply also in regard to

a note that the aboriginals were wont to pull the young Parrots

out of their ant-hill homes and roast them for food. W'hat ap-

pears to me to be more feasible as a cause of the decimation is

contained in a letter from Air. H. Griffith, of Jimboomba, near

Beaudesert, who oiifers the interesting suggestion that considera-

tions of ff)od, affected through human agency, may have been

the primary cause of the sad thinning- out of this Ground Parrot.

"In this district," he says, "the settlers burn the grass annually,

and that at a time when the seed is ripe. The grass must grow
thinner, I fancy, leaving only the tough old roots established.

Do you think this wholesale burnmg-ofif, which has been going on
for years, has caused starvation among the Ant-hill Parrots or

a wholesale movement to the west, where, perhaps, drought and
fires have again helped to further the work of destruction .'"

Then there is the question of loss of food through natural causes.

Mr. Barnard expresses the view that the big drought of 1902

wiped out the Fairfield birds, and Mr. Brenan says : "As the

birds lived entirely on grass seed, the big drought would have

levied a heavy toll." The force of these contentions is obvious,

and is very little lessened by the prevalence of Cockatoos and
Warbling Grass Parrots (Budgerigahs), which are birds of the

west rather than the coastal grass, and essentially communistic.

But there is yet another element that has contributed to the

tragedy of the "Ant-hill" Parrot. This factor is pointed to by
Mr. Griffith in a further note, in \vhich he says : "We have a

pensioner living here, aged 97 years, who at one time trapped

birds for a living. He knew the Ant-hill Parrot well, and says

that he got ten shillings each for them ; but that was years ago.

He mentioned to me that he once set his traps to catch some of

these birds at the nest, and on going up to it in the evening found

that a large black snake had entered. Fancy trapping the parent

birds, though, when the young w^ere helpless!" Further evi-

dence upon the point comes from Mr. R. Illidge, a Brisbane
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veteran, who states: "I did not regard PsepJiotns pulcherrimus
as a rare bird in the Brisbane district, though it was very local.

Between Kehin Grove and Bowen Bridge, on some open forest

country, I frequently saw the birds, usually in pairs, but some-
times in little parties of perha[)s half a dozen. I saw some trap-

pers out there one year, and after that the birds seemed to have
entirely disa|)peared from the locality." These are only soli-

tary instances. Many more might be gathered readily enough.
Moreover, it was noX sufficient for the trappers to sui)i)ly Aus-
tralian aviaries and cages with I'aradise Parrots; the beautiful

birds, as we have seen, were shipped away indiscriminately to

I>ritain, the Continent, and ])ossibly other countries.

Having in mind, therefore, the effect of trapping, the burning
of grass, and the ravages of domestic cats gone wild, it seems
moderately clear that the "most beavitiful Parrot that exists"

has been brought to the \ery verge of extinction by human
agency, following upon Nature's indiscretion in bestowing upon
it the fatal gift of beauty without adequate means of defence or

protection. Tt is all very lamentable. It is more; it is a national

traged}-. I'oth the citizens and governing authorities of Queens-
land ha\e neglected a definite duty—a duty to helpless beauty

—

in allowing these ])retty birds to be sacrificed. Whether it is

too late to make amends cannot well be said ; but the authorities

.showed the right spirit, while these incpiiries were progressing,

in extending full protection to the "lost" species and all other

members of the genus Psephotus and the kindred genus Euphcma.

ARI-: OUR PARROTS FAILING?

iMnally, lei u> look for a few moments at the position of Aus-
tralian I'arrots generally. Mathews expresses the \iew {Birds

of Australia, 1917) that these birds "have shown signs of ex-

tinction in a very rapid manner." I agree with him. It seems to me
that the Parrots of the mountains, the King and Crimson species,

for instance, are holding out fairly well. So also are several of

the liroad-tailed Rosellas. Among the Grass-Parrots the little

I'udgerigah (Mclopsittacus itndulattis) and the Red-rumi>ed

i'arrot {Psephotus hccmatouotus) are still fairly common. .Vside

from these two latter si)ecies, however, there is not one of the

Grass or Ground Parrots that has not "slipped" very seriously.

Where now is the Night Parrot? How rarely the Green Ground
Parrot is rei)orted ! What has become of the regal Enphema
splendida, the Scarlet-chested Grass-Parrot? (Once a plentiful

.species, only one company has been recorded in recent years, and
that a small lot in South .\ustralia. )

And what of that Paradise Parrot in miniature. E. pulcliella,

the Tur(|uoisine or Chestnut-shouldered Parrot? The late A. J.

North, who had a wide circle of correspondents, wrote in 1911

that he had for \ears received iiKiuiries from aviculturists con-
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cerning this bird, hut had not been able to afford them any in-

formation, the last specimen received at the Australian Museum
(Sydney) being dated 1886. This of a species which John Gould
had found tjuite common in N.S.W. in the forties,* and which
Diggles, w riting in the sixties, alluded to as "this beautiful but
common si)ecies!" Two years later (in 1913), Mr. W. H.
Workman, M.B.O.U., wrote to The Eimt,t from Dublin,
drawing attention to "the disappearance from the bird-

markets during the last twenty years of the beautiful
little Turquoisine Parrakeet," and expressing the fear
that the species had "gone the way of the Dodo and the

Passenger I'igeon." "If our worst fears are realised," added
Mr. Workman, "and this little bird has gone for ever, I think it

would be of interest to ornithologists all the world over if a
short history of the species were published in The Emu." The
editors of The Eiuii appraised the question as an important one,

and asked members of the R.A.O.U. for notes upon the species,

either from past or present experience. There was no response.

Two years later appeared A. J. Campbell's incjuiry ("Missing
Birds"), to which allusion has been made earlier. Again there

w^as no response. All this caused Mathews to write in his big

work (vol. 6, p. 549) that the Chestnut-shouldered Parrot was
probably extinct, "and of its life history we do not know much."
Readers of The Emu will remember that since then (last year, I

think) a small company of the Turquoisine Parrots was reported
not far from Sydney. I have not heard, however, of any attem])t

being made to follow out Workman's suggestion in regard to

fostering the breeding of the birds.

The extinction of a species is an appalling thing. How much
more ghastly is the extermination of a genus ! Such a possi-

bility confronts us in regard to the Euphema Parrots. Mr. W.
B. Alexander, M.A., C.F.A.O.U., tells me he thinks Parrots are
failing the world over; but he would be the last to admit that

because of that belief we should sit down with folded hands.
The idea that such birds must have their day and cease to be
can well be left to the trappers and dealers, gentlemen who mix
fatalism with finance. The question is, then, what are the orni-

thologists of iVustralia going to do about this matter of vanish-
ing Parrots? Surely it is a subject well worth}^ the attention

of the annual congress of the Union ! Meanwhile, let us, without
reflecting on the claims of true science, dispute the dangerous
idea that a thing of beauty is a joy for ever in a cage or a cabinet

;

and disdain, too, the lop-sided belief that the moving finger of
Civilisation must move on over the bodies of "the loveliest and
the best" of Nature's children.

* "All those who have travelled in the 'bush' of New South Wales," says
Gould in his Handbook of 1865, "will recognize in this lovely species an old
favourite, for it must often have come under their notice."

t Vol. XII., p. 207.


